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anae stands on top of a giant
boulder nearly fifty feet above the
ground, leaning back in her harness,
legs outstretched, feet planted on
the rock—exactly as our guide has
instructed us. She’s about to rappel
off Campground Rock in Moab,
Utah, her first such descent ever.
And she’s crying.
Watching from the bottom, we can’t
tell that Janae is in tears. We only
know that the 24-year-old has been
perched on the edge for much
longer than it normally takes a new
rappeller to summon her courage
and go for it. We assume her hesitation means she’s freaking out. We
assume correctly.
Our group has been in the rockclimbing mecca of Moab for three
days now, participating in an adult
climbing camp run by First Descents. This is our first major rappel.
I’ve already taken my turn, and for
me, it was no big deal. But I’m a
journalist on assignment who has
rappelled before. Watching Janae
struggle, I remember my first time
at a height that made my heart drop
into my stomach.
I was the same age as her, and 80
feet above the ground climbing at
Summersville Lake in West Virginia,
when I got spooked—I’d never been
that high. I felt dizzy every time I
looked down. “You’ve so got this!”
my friend Ken yelled up at me
when I stopped climbing, frozen
in fear.
Looking up at Janae, I wonder if she
has the same thoughts going
through her head as I did—weighing the disappointment of quitting
versus the fear of continuing. I’ve
only known her for a short time,
but I know she can do it. We all
know she can. The question is, what
does she believe?
“You’ve so got this, Nae-Nae,” I yell,
using her camp nickname. The others yell, too, chanting her name,
calling out words of encouragement.
We watch as one of our guides sets
himself up on the rope beside her.
He’s getting into position to rap

down with her, coaching her through the entire descent, if that’s what it
takes.
Maybe his presence is the last piece of reassurance Janae needs. Maybe she
decides, like I did that day in West Virginia, that she isn’t going to let fear
stop her. She relaxes her brake arm on the rope, and lets out enough slack to
take a small step backward over the edge. We shout our approval, high-fiving
each other at the bottom. She descends slowly, keeping her feet on the wall,
letting out just enough rope to take a step or two down at a time. She pauses
often, and looks around, in wonder, she’ll tell us later, that she’s actually
doing it.
When she hits the bottom, she’s got an incredulous grin on her face. “I did
it,” she says quietly, almost a whisper. The others rush forward and engulf
her in one hug after another. I stand back and watch, and realize I’m choked
up. Someone cranks the ’80s music coming from the van. The lyrics from
Scandal’s “The Warrior” make their way into my consciousness.
Shootin’ at the walls of heartache, bang, bang, I am the warrior yes I am the
warrior and victory is mine.
I can’t help but laugh out loud as I step forward and hug Janae. She is the
warrior, even if all she battled was her own self-doubt. Her achievement
somehow feels like a victory for all of us.

Right before I left for this camp, I watched a documentary titled Finding Joe
that articulated the philosophies of the late mythologist Joseph Campbell.
One of the many poignant quotes that came from the experts interviewed in
the film was “Put yourself in an uncomfortable situation about once every
seven days.”
That concept is why each of the fifteen participants at First Descents chose
to spend their summer vacation, taking time away from families and careers,
at a rock climbing camp with strangers. Each is seeking the transformation
that comes from pushing themselves beyond their comfort zone.
But there’s another reason. The First Descents campers have something else
in common, something you can’t necessarily tell by looking at them, or even
after getting to know them on the surface level. It’s not something they lead
with, or a part of their lives that they share readily—they are all young adults
fighting cancer.
The camp’s founder, Brad Ludden, started First Descents in 2001, after
watching his young aunt battle the disease. His idea was simple: as a professional kayaker, he’d recreate the amazing moments he’d experienced on
the water to help people struggling with cancer find a reprieve of fun, and
maybe even peace.
Ludden’s vision of using the outdoors as a catalyst echoes another famous
Joseph Campbell quote: “Find a place where there is joy and the joy will
burn out the pain.”
What Ludden didn’t anticipate (and what studies on outdoor adventure
therapy have since proven) is that many of the negative effects people experience from the stigma of having cancer as young adults—things like anxiety,
low self-esteem, and isolation—can start to be reversed by overcoming
authentic challenges in an organic setting. All First Descents does is provide
the backdrop. The great outdoors provides the challenge.
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